Carleton

ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-SEVENTH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT

SATURDAY, the TWELFTH of JUNE,
TWO THOUSAND and TWENTY ONE
PROGRAM

PRELUDE
CARLETON COMMENCEMENT BAND
Conducted by
LYNN DEICHERT, Senior Lecturer in Trumpet

PROCESSIONAL
Fanfare for Brass by Mel Broiles
Pomp and Circumstance March No. 1 by Edward Elgar
CARLETON COMMENCEMENT BAND

ACADEMIC PROCESSION
College Marshal
FRED HAGSTROM, Rae Schupack Nathan Professor of Art

Marshals to the Class of 2021
CATHY CARLSON, Associate Dean of Students
SINDY FLEMING, Associate Dean of Students

SALUTATORY
“Do not be daunted”
An interpretative translation of the Talmud
by Rami Shapiro in his Wisdom of the Sages
CAROLYN FURE-SLOCUM ’82, College Chaplain

WELCOME
STEVEN POSKANZER, President

“Important, Valuable, and Necessary”
BRITTANY DOMINGUEZ ’21
Posse Scholar
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Art Rodriguez ’96, Vice President and Dean of Admissions and Financial Aid

CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDING OF THE DIPLOMAS
Steven Poskanzer, President

VALEDICTORY
“Journeying god”
Traditional prayer song from Ghana
Carolyn Fure-Slocum ’82, College Chaplain

THE ALMA MATER
“Carleton, Our Alma Mater”
Air “Officer of the Day” by R. B. Hall
please stand
(see last page)

RECESSIONAL
March in D by Ludwig van Beethoven
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Ali Yusuf Ali, Political Science/International Relations
Sarah Elizabeth Allaben, Biology, Summa Cum Laude
Miles Bennet Allen, Political Science/International Relations, Summa Cum Laude
Spencer James Allen, History
William Mostafa Altaweel, Psychology
Catalina Sarah Alvarez-Ruiz, Computer Science
Kano Amagai, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
Emily Patricia Amland, English
*Emanuel Eraclis Anastos, Philosophy
Blake Lexington Anderson, Statistics
Samuel Basil Anderson, Geology
Aidan Douglas Andrews, Economics
Joshua Darnell Angevine, Political Science/International Relations
Isabel Adrianna Arevalo, Studio Art, Cum Laude
Diana Augustin, Africana Studies
Yasmeen Omar Awad, Computer Science
Jessalyn Elise Ayars, Biology, Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Merrill Babbit, Sociology/Anthropology, Magna Cum Laude
Elijah Robert Babcock, Chemistry
Margaret Ann Primrose Ball, Chemistry
Louisa Ballinger, Cinema and Media Studies, Cum Laude
Andrew Bao, Biology
Ella Barzel, Religion
Isabel Belin Bascom-Anderson, Sociology/Anthropology
Bat-Orgil Batjargal, Computer Science and Mathematics
Julia Anne Baumgarthe, Geology
Ryan Yale Becker, Computer Science and Psychology
Henock B. Befekadu, Chemistry
Caroline Curtis Bell, Religion, Cum Laude
David Jordan Bellovin, History
Tristan Andrew Belzer, Chemistry
KAEDEN CHRISTOFFER PAINE BERG, Computer Science
JOSPEHINE MARIE BERLAGE, English
MORGAN LASHEA BETTIN-COLEMAN, History, Cum Laude
VARIT BHAJNIKASEM, Economics and Mathematics
ALVIN ROBERT BIERLEY, Computer Science
NICOLE ELIZABETH BINDER, Computer Science
ADAM BINZAK, Biology
ERICA MABEL BLACKETT-THOMAS, Political Science/International Relations
AMELIA JEAN BLAIR-SMITH, Africana Studies
SARAH FRANCES BODANSKY, Physics
JEFFREY C. BOITNOTT, Computer Science
GIANMARCO ANTONIO BOMMARITO, Mathematics
SONJA IVES BASS BORGIMANN,
   Political Science/International Relations, Magna Cum Laude
MELISSA ROSE BORINSTEIN, Music
ELEANOR RUTH ORMAND BOYER, Religion
ASHA JOANNE BOZICEVICH, Biology
*MATTHEW CAMPBELL BRADY, Political Science/International Relations
NAOMI KIRKMAN BRIM, English, Cum Laude
GRACE ELIZABETH BRINDLE, History, Magna Cum Laude
AMELIA ERICKSON BRUMAN, Physics, Cum Laude
HENRY DAVID BROWN, Religion
ZOE BROWN, Geology
NICHOLAS SAUL BRUSILOW, Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
MADISYN LYNN BRYANT, Political Science/International Relations
MELANIE ALECE BULLOCK, Sociology/Anthropology
JUDITH J. BUSH, Computer Science
CHARLES TOMPKINS BUSHMAN, Physics
DANIEL SANTO BUSIS, Computer Science, Summa Cum Laude
LORRAINE FRANCES BYRNE, Geology
WYEN CAI, Psychology
HUGO GRAY CAPLOW, Economics, Cum Laude
ERIK GREGG CARLSON, Mathematics and Computer Science
TEGAN RHEA CARLSON, Religion, Cum Laude
FIONA ROSE CASEY, Environmental Studies
HOUSSEM CHAMMAM, Political Science/International Relations
Alexis Mikayla Chan, Chemistry
Andrew Chang, Biology
Lydia Wing Guy Chau, Studio Art and Computer Science
Karen Chen, Environmental Studies
Thomas Chen, Biology
Alexander G. Chertoff, History, Cum Laude
Bethstylene Fayola Chery, English
Lewis Zhi Yuan Ching, Economics
Anthony Dougman Cho, Physics, Cum Laude
Charlotte Holley Clapham, Mathematics, Summa Cum Laude
Brevin Alexandre-Dumas Clark, Biology
Daniel Reed Clipper, Statistics
Lydia Frances Cochrane, History and Theater Arts, Cum Laude
Josephine Marie Conn, Biology
Allison Grace Corlett, Psychology
James Craig, Computer Science
Frederick King Cunningham, Mathematics and Physics
Gregor Sean Dairaghi, Physics, Summa Cum Laude
Maris Jean Daleo, Biology and Studio Art
Lily Charles Danna, Cognitive Science
Evan Michael David, Physics and Mathematics
Barbara Winter de Melo Lemos, Political Science/International Relations
Cecilia DeLeon, Sociology/Anthropology
Rose Alexa delle Fave, Political Science/International Relations, Magna Cum Laude
Nina LaVonne Denne, Biology
Claire Dettelbach, Art History, Cum Laude
Gustavo Diaz Banuelos, Computer Science
Emma Marie Diers, Political Science/International Relations
Julia Arianna Dietrich, Psychology
Colten Wood Dianni, Computer Science, Cum Laude
Brittany Dominguez, Sociology/Anthropology, Cum Laude
Danielle Michaels Dudley, Biology, Cum Laude
Eliana Matea Berger Durnbaugh, Biology and Dance, Magna Cum Laude
Erin Nicole Dyke, Geology
*Sarah Laiku Hokulani Emmons, Biology
Alexis Laurel Engel, Computer Science
Kathleen Lois Engel, Biology
Wendy Elizabeth Erickson, Political Science/International Relations,  Cum Laude
Andrew Farias, Environmental Studies and Political Science/International Relations
Edgardo Felix, Psychology
Vanna Jajurie Arollado Figueroa, Biology
Wrenna Margaret Fine, English
Andrew Joseph Fitch, Computer Science,  Magna Cum Laude
Stephen Douglas Fitch, Jr., Economics
Willem Randall Fletcher, Mathematics and Computer Science
Santos Flores, Mathematics
Nicholas David Ford, History,  Magna Cum Laude
Aaron Levi Forman, History,  Magna Cum Laude
*Samuel Malachi Forsyth, Political Science/International Relations
Elizabeth K. Franchot, Psychology and Economics
Ian M. Francis, Psychology
Sophia Florence Franco, Political Science/International Relations
Kyle Rae Fraser-Mines, Physics,  Magna Cum Laude
Honus Henkel Frohlich, Mathematics
Jordan Taylor Fues, English
Beatriz dos Santos Furtado, Studio Art and French and Francophone Studies,  Cum Laude
Jake Gallant, Geology
Ricardo Garcia, Sociology/Anthropology
Benjamin George, Biology
Anli Marie Gerbino, Sociology/Anthropology,  Magna Cum Laude
William Gillis Gleason, French and Francophone Studies
Brendan Thomas Glenn, Art History
Sam Bingham Goity, English
Max Franklin Goldberg, Computer Science,  Cum Laude
Zoe Elena Goldenberg-Hart, Latin American Studies,  Magna Cum Laude
Corrah DeAnne Gonzales-Lipham, Classics
Sean Rindal Goodman, Jr., Political Science/International Relations
Conor Tyrone Gormally, Economics
Annaliese Alma Gould, Political Science/International Relations,  Cum Laude
Emma C. T. Greenlee, Biology,  Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Grier, Economics and Statistics
CHARLES ROSS GROGAN-KAYLOR, Mathematics
KATHERINE GROSSMAN, Computer Science
ANNA MARIE GROVE, Linguistics
VINCENT MATTHEW GU, Statistics
CLAIRE YUAN GUANG, Psychology, Magna Cum Laude
GLENN PETER GULICKSON, Biology, Cum Laude
IVAN APOLLO WILSON GUNTER, Physics
CINDY XINYI GUO, Economics and Statistics, Magna Cum Laude
ISABEL MARIE HACKETT, History
JUSTIN MATTHEW HAHN, Computer Science
KATHERINE GORDON HANNIGAN, Psychology, Cum Laude
COLE ALEXANDER HANSON, Computer Science
NIA IMANI HARRIS, Economics
ELIZABETH GRAY HARRISON, English, Cum Laude
KARAH LANAI HAU, Environmental Studies and Dance, Cum Laude
KAITLIN MARIE HAWKES, Political Science/International Relations, Magna Cum Laude
CEDAR PERRY HEFFELFINGER, Studio Art
JOHN H. HEINZEL, Physics and Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
ISABELLA SERINE HEMBRE CONDITT, Sociology/Anthropology, Magna Cum Laude
CLAUDIA YARELI HERNANDEZ BARRIENTOS, Latin American Studies
COLBY EIKO HESTER, Asian Studies, Magna Cum Laude
REBECCA LYNN HICKS, English
MAYA JAZZ HILTY, Environmental Studies, Cum Laude
SIDNEY MILLER HIRSCHBERG, Political Science/International Relations
RACHEL S. HODES, Cognitive Science
JOHN CHRISTOPHER HOFFMAN, Geology
JIAQI HUANG, Physics and Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
ANNA ROSE HUGHES, Chemistry
TREVOR FREDERICK HUGHES, Cognitive Science, Magna Cum Laude
ELIOT SUNG-IL HUH, Computer Science and Mathematics
SARAH TAJAMMAL HUSSAIN, Economics
TRUNG QUOC HUYNH, Political Science/International Relations
MASHNOON IBTESUM, Computer Science and Studio Art
JONERIK A.ICKLER, History
ALEXANDER M. IDROGO, Chemistry
Waleed Iftikhar, Economics and Statistics
Zachary Douglas Irvin, History, Cum Laude
Nathaniel Scott Isbell, Statistics
Emma Nadine Ismail, Linguistics, Cum Laude
Alec I. Jacobson, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
Erin Elise Jenson, Biology
Felipe Jimenez, English
Brennan Johnson, Studio Art
Jack Ryan Johnson, Economics and Political Science/International Relations
Marko Nicholas Jurkovich, Economics and Statistics
Marcella Maxine Jurotich, Linguistics and German, Cum Laude
Hunter Keeley, Economics and Chinese
Helen Juanita Keithahn, Biology
Max Kerner, English
Sae Yoon Kim, Computer Science
Caroline Marie Kisicki, Sociology/Anthropology, Magna Cum Laude
An Kitamura, Chemistry, Cum Laude
Christopher Clyde Kitchen, Computer Science
Daniel Polito Kleber, Mathematics and Computer Science, Summa Cum Laude
Ian Harvey Klein, Mathematics
Mila Ruby Knezevic, Studio Art and Political Science/International Relations
Mei Kalea Sakai Knudson, Mathematics
Eugenia Korobova, Statistics
Emma Josephine Korosei, Sociology/Anthropology and Studio Art, Cum Laude
Samara Nicole Kroeger, Geology
Alexander Dominic Kucich, Sociology/Anthropology
Maxwell Joseph Kuhs, Chemistry
Zachary John Kulstad, Biology
Rie Kurita, Economics and Computer Science
Samuel Ilias Kwiat-Spitzer, History
Madeline Claire Kyhl, Statistics
Margaret M. Lachman, History
Katelyn Landacre, English
Olivia Rose Laub, Geology, Cum Laude
Alexandra Margaret Judith Brown Law, Environmental Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Nhan Le, Geology
Tracy Maria LeBlanc, Cognitive Science
Kristie Mariah Lee, Economics
You Bin Lee, English
Marcella Marie Lees, History
Sophie Lefebvre, Political Science/International Relations
William Anthony Lehman, Biology
Anja Marie Leitz-Najarian, Chemistry
Spencer S. Lekki, History, Magna Cum Laude
Edward Bennet LeMaster IV, Psychology
Grace K. Leslie, Environmental Studies
Sara Grace Leuchtenberger, Biology, Cum Laude
Elias David Levey-Swain, History, Cum Laude
Haoyang Li, Psychology
Qianzi Li, Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
Ruofei Li, Mathematics
ZhaoBin Li, Mathematics, Cum Laude
Oren Lieber-Kotz, Geology, Cum Laude
Zong Xian Lim, Economics
Amy Yu Xuan Lin, Biology, Summa Cum Laude
Isabella Hattie Link, Sociology/Anthropology
Margaret Grace Little, Computer Science
Frederick Liu, Economics
Jennifer Jiayi Liu, Psychology
Yilun Liu, Mathematics
Abigail Grace Loe, Mathematics, Cum Laude
Albert Finnegar Lorenz, English
Emery Ezra Louie, Psychology, Cum Laude
Jaylin Chmura Lowe, Statistics, Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin Siring Lowry, Geology, Cum Laude
Yiwen Luo, Statistics
Milo Goldberg Lynch, Economics and Psychology
Yoshiko Maria Lynch, Environmental Studies
Kaela Mae Mali, Biology, Cum Laude
Ellen Marie Mamantov, Computer Science and Psychology, Magna Cum Laude
Marcella Azure Manivel, Mathematics
Jared Samuel Margolis, Linguistics
Rebecca Eliana Margolis, History, Cum Laude
Myles Griffen Marquette, Economics
Denyse Marquez Sanchez, Biology
Natalie Samantha Marsh, Religion, Cum Laude
Katherine C. Mateos, Chemistry
Ishmael Ali Maxwell, Political Science/International Relations, Summa Cum Laude
Danny Maya, Computer Science
Laura McCarron, Studio Art
Rebecca Sternberg McCartney, American Studies and Music, Cum Laude
Zachary R. McCrary, Studio Art
Pierce Gissler McDonnell, History and Mathematics, Cum Laude
Reese Wen McMillan, Cinema and Media Studies
Amida S. McNulty, Psychology
Matthew Mendiola, Mathematics
Victor Manuel Mendoza-Garcia, Cinema and Media Studies
Cara Abigail Meyer, English and French and Francophone Studies, Cum Laude
Timothy Michael Mikulski, Physics
Erika Mino, Statistics
Erika Mitchell, Environmental Studies
Venecia Tenille Mitchell, American Studies
Silas Woodcock Monahan, Computer Science
Spencer Rolland Moore, Economics
Carlos Ruben Morales, Political Science/International Relations
Jack Lawrence Moran, Statistics and Mathematics
Alec Charles Morrissey, Sociology/Anthropology, Summa Cum Laude
Amanda Grace Mosborg, English, Cum Laude
Sasha Mothershead, American Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Lucas C. Mueller, Physics
Rebecca Jill Muhlheim, Geology
Aishee Bhattacharya Mukherji, Computer Science, Cum Laude
Katharine Munger, Computer Science
Ross A. Munk, History
Maxime Robert Munyeshya, Biology
Helen Evangeline Murphy, Linguistics, Cum Laude
Sophia Fumiko Myers, History
Andie Rachel Nakahira, Studio Art
ERIC DAVID NEIDHART, Computer Science
LUCY CLAIRE NEUMANN, Biology
ROSE NEWELL, Biology
LUCY CAROLINE NEWMAN, Biology
TESSA BALDWIN NEWMAN-HEGGIE,
    Linguistics and Computer Science, Magna Cum Laude
KYRA NGAI, Political Science/International Relations and Asian Studies, Cum Laude
TONY DUNG NGO, Computer Science
LUKE NORQUIST, Political Science/International Relations, Summa Cum Laude
JEREMY DAVID NORTH, Chemistry
LENA JOAN NYBLADE, Geology, Magna Cum Laude
ERIC ODOOM, Computer Science
JELILAT IKEOLUWAKIISHI ODBAYO, English
AXEL RICARD OHRSTROM, Economics
FREJA F. OLSEN, Physics
EMMA CHLOE OLSEN-DUFOUR, Political Science/International Relations
ELWOOD JAMES OLSON, Mathematics and English, Magna Cum Laude
NICHOLAS ROBERT MINORU ONOMIYA, Biology
JOY IFEOMA ONYEANU, Psychology
ZOE ROSE ORLIN, Economics
*CONNOR CORMAC ORR, Biology
MARGARET JANE OSHA, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
MEGHAN OWENS, Computer Science
LAUREN ELENE PAK, Psychology
ALLISON MERCER PALMBACH,
    Political Science/International Relations and Environmental Studies
AMELIA O’DEA PAPAJOHN, Geology
OWEN MICHAEL PASLEY, History
ELIZABETH L. PAULSON, History
GRACE KATHRYN WALL PEARSON, Environmental Studies
ZOË MARIE PELLETIER, Spanish, Magna Cum Laude
BO PENG, Mathematics, Cum Laude
ASHA PENPRASE, Political Science/International Relations
KIANA ASHLEE PERRY, English
LOGAN M. PETERS, Computer Science
ZOE DUNN PHARO, Political Science/International Relations, Cum Laude
RAYNA AUBREY PHELPS, Economics, *Magna Cum Laude*
ALEXANDRA LEE POESCHLA, Biology
NICK POMPER, Political Science/International Relations
MOLLY LOUISE POTTER, Statistics
ROSALIE MARIE QUINTANA, Linguistics
DANIELLE SHEILA RADER, Religion, *Cum Laude*
RAJKUMAR RAIYANI, English
LIZBETH ALONDRA RAMÍREZ GAYTÁN, Linguistics
ISABEL CLAIRE RANKIN, Women’s and Gender Studies
AUBREY ISABELLA RAWLES, Psychology, *Cum Laude*
LUCY REECE, Mathematics
MARY ROSE REED-WESTON, Biology
NATHANIEL EDWARD REID, Computer Science and History, *Magna Cum Laude*
CALVIN CLARK REINHARDT-ERTMAN, Political Science/International Relations
APRIL REISENFELD, Physics and Philosophy
MARLENA CLAIRE RESNICK, American Studies, *Magna Cum Laude*
CHARLOTTE SOPHIA REW, Cinema and Media Studies
BENJAMIN COLBY RICHARDSON, Mathematics, *Summa Cum Laude*
ANNA KRISTINA ROETHLER, Biology, *Cum Laude*
SOPHIE ROGERS, Studio Art
NICHOLAS GIBSON ROSEN, Russian and Mathematics, *Cum Laude*
MATTHEW BENJAMIN ROSENBERG, Japanese Language & Literature
NOAH ROSENFIELD, Political Science/International Relations
ELLERY ROURKE, American Studies
EMMANUEL ADRIAN ROWLAND, Psychology
DAVID MEAD RUBIN, English, *Magna Cum Laude*
THOMAS EDWARD RUBINO, JR., Biology
SARA SAINTIL, Biology
VALERIE SALAZAR, American Studies
CHYNA CELESTE SANDERS, Sociology/Anthropology
ANKIT SANGHI, Computer Science
LAURA MICHALE MCNEAL SAVAGE, Cognitive Science
CHAIT SAYANI, Economics
DANIEL SCAPICCHIO, Economics
NICHOLAS ALLEN SCHAEPER, Biology
SOPHIE SCHAEPER, Mathematics
*Cole Noah Schiffer, Cognitive Science
John DeCourcey Schill, Environmental Studies
Madeleine Marie Schilling, Sociology/Anthropology
Jacyn Elizabeth Schmidt, Geology
Benjamin Patrick Schnieders, Biology
Claire E. Schregardus, Biology
Anna Michelle Schumacher, Psychology
Evelyn Griswold Scott, Physics
Anne Seefeldt, Political Science/International Relations, Magna Cum Laude
Lakshya Seth, Biology
Katrina Maxine Sewell, Psychology
Chihui Shao, Mathematics and Physics
Sarah Mariam Geller Shapiro, Environmental Studies
Marguerite Frances Shaya, Mathematics, Summa Cum Laude
Emma Shedd, Biology, Cum Laude
John Sherer, Computer Science
Muyang Shi, Mathematics and Statistics, Magna Cum Laude
Alexis M. Shuck, Political Science/International Relations
McLain Dameron Sidmore, History, Magna Cum Laude
Nariah-Belle Ulep Sims, Psychology
Benjamin Zev Sirulnik, Chemistry
Olivia Siu, American Studies
Tuomas Petteri Sivula,
    Environmental Studies and Political Science/International Relations
Myranda Ruth Sloo, Sociology/Anthropology
Molly Grace Smith, Psychology, Cum Laude
Jeremy Richard Soehnlin, Psychology
Yixin Song, Art History
Emily Nicole Spain, Psychology
Nol Srivichainun, Geology
*Alexander Burns Stahl, Physics
Matt Stamets, Chemistry
Matt Ross Stecklow, Computer Science
Lena Mackenzie Stein, English, Magna Cum Laude
David Kiran Stem, Chemistry
Risa Elena Gross Stiegler, Linguistics, Summa Cum Laude
IRENE M. STOUTLAND, Chemistry and Studio Art, Summa Cum Laude
MATTHEW STRITZEL, Computer Science
YUTING SU, Computer Science and Mathematics
MARThA JANE SUDDERTH, Studio Art, Magna Cum Laude
SAMEER SWARUP, Mathematics
KATHERINE ELIZABETH SWEENEy, Computer Science and Mathematics, Cum Laude
OWEN NATHANIEL SZAFRAN, Computer Science
ETHAN THIEN TA, Chemistry, Magna Cum Laude
DONOVAN THOMAS TARAS, Economics
KAAN TASKINTUNA, Psychology
THOMAS McCARY THIETH, Theater Arts
RABA BEKERE TEFERA, Biology
EMMA RAE TENNENT, Geology
MARIa GEORGINA THUROW, Biology
YIZHOu TIAN, Linguistics and Computer Science
SEAN KELLY TOPEL, Studio Art
NATiALa TU, Sociology/Anthropology, Cum Laude
CLAiBORNEn WILSON TYDINGS, Chemistry
HIROMICHI UEDa, Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
CARLOS ANDREW URIBE, English
EUNICE VALENZUELA, Japanese Language & Literature
ANDREW RHEN VANCE, Statistics
SHEALuCK VANG, Psychology
ARIAvAnA MICHelle vARELA, Latin American Studies
MIgUEL A. VElaSCO, Chemistry
LEO VITHOONTIEN, Economics
JACkSON boURNE WAHL, Mathematics
ALEXANDER LEWIS ECCLES WAHL, Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
CHANGLAN WAHL, Psychology and Statistics, Magna Cum Laude
HEQING WAHL, Geology and Environmental Studies
YICHU WAHL, English, Cum Laude
YIWEN WAHL, Computer Science, Cum Laude
YUHENG WAHL, Mathematics, Cum Laude
SETH ALEXANDER WARNER, Biology, Cum Laude
MATTHEW BRYCE WATOWICH, Biology
DENNIS JIANGNAN WEI, Geology
DENNIS JIANGNAN WEI, Geology
ELLEN LINDSAY WEI, Geology
JORDYNN TAYLOR WEST, Japanese Language & Literature
REED WESTER-EBBINGHAUS, Political Science/International Relations
VIRGINIA WHITE, Computer Science and German
EMILY WIGHT, Studio Art and German, *Cum Laude*
BENJAMIN A. WIGHTMAN, History, *Magna Cum Laude*
MATTHEW T. WILKINSON, Biology
CLAIRE ELISABETH WILLIAMS, Physics, *Magna Cum Laude*
JAYLA R. WILLIAMS, Sociology/Athropology
JONATHAN LEWIS WILLIAMS, Chemistry
JACOB HERMAN WINTER, Philosophy and Cognitive Science, *Magna Cum Laude*
XENA WOLF, English, *Cum Laude*
HARRISON REED WOLFF LANDAU, Chinese
ROSEMARY PATRICIA WONNELL, Linguistics, *Magna Cum Laude*
CAROLYN A. WOOD, History
NICHOLAS PRESCOTT WOODRUFF, Psychology
*KEN WU, Statistics
YU JUNG WU, Religion, *Magna Cum Laude*
JUSTIN YUTARO YAMADA, Computer Science
SHIYU YAN, Mathematics
NINGYUAN YANG, Biology and History
PARMIDA DANA YAZDANPANAH, Biology
LUNA CHRISTINE YEE, Computer Science and Linguistics, *Magna Cum Laude*
ELIZABETH YUNSIL YIM, Computer Science
ELLIOT JI-HOON YIM, Psychology
*FAITH YUNJIN YIM, English
GAVIN YOUNG, Studio Art and Biology
YIQING YU, Psychology, *Cum Laude*
MATTHEW DRISCOLE ZACHARSKI, Statistics, *Cum Laude*
GABRIELA ANDREA ZEGARRA, Studio Art
SHANE CHRISTIAN ZERR, Political Science/International Relations, *Cum Laude*
YIDAN ZHANG, Biology, *Magna Cum Laude*
ZHUOLI ZHANG, Mathematics
YIFEI ZHU, Studio Art and Psychology, *Cum Laude*
HANNAH S. ZHUKOVSKY, History
ELIZABETH ROSE ZIMMERMAN, Religion, *Cum Laude*
Daniel Louis Zin, Statistics
Alexander Sho Motoki Zuczek, Economics
Christof Martin Zweifel, Chemistry, *Summa Cum Laude*

* Degree to be awarded on completion of requirements, with Latin honors when appropriate.
**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

*Summa Cum Laude* is the highest academic honor awarded by the college and is awarded to students with a grade point average in the top 2 percent of their graduating class.

Sarah Elizabeth Allaben  
Miles Bennet Allen  
Jessalyn Elise Ayars  
Daniel Santo Busis  
Charlotte Holley Clapham  
Gregor Sean Dairaghi  
Daniel Polito Kleber  
Amy Yu Xuan Lin  
Ishmael Ali Maxwell  
Alec Charles Morrissey  
Luke Norquist  
Benjamin Colby Richardson  
Marguerite Frances Shaya  
Risa Elena Gross Stiegler  
Irene M. Stoutland  
Christof Martin Zweifel
DISTINCTION IN A MAJOR

A student may be awarded Distinction in a Major upon achieving distinction in the senior integrative exercise and having a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.5 in all courses taken in the major department.

AMERICAN STUDIES
Marlena Claire Resnick

ART HISTORY
Claire Dettelbach

STUDIO ART
Isabel Adrianna Arevalo
Beatriz dos Santos Furtado
Sophie Rogers
Irene M. Stoutland
Gavin Young

BIOLOGY
Sarah Elizabeth Allaben
Kano Amagai
Asha Joanne Bozicevich
Brevin Alexandre-Dumas Clark
Nina LaVonne Denne
Eliana Matea Berger Durnbaugh
Alec I. Jacobson
Zachary John Kulstad
Amy Yu Xuan Lin
Claire E. Schregardus
Maria Georgina Thurow

CHEMISTRY
Katherine C. Mateos
Benjamin Zev Sirulnik
Irene M. Stoutland
Ethan Thien Ta
Jonathan Lewis Williams

CINEMA AND MEDIA STUDIES
Louisa Ballinger

COGNITIVE SCIENCE
Trevor Frederick Hughes
Jacob Herman Winter

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Daniel Santo Busis
James Craig
Colten Wood DiIanni
Andrew Joseph Pitch
Mashnoon Ibtesum
Margaret Grace Little
Ellen Marie Mamantov
Silas Woodcock Monahan
Aishee Bhattacharya Mukherji
Luna Christine Yee
DANCE
Eliana Matea Berger Durnbaugh
Karah Lanai Haug

ECONOMICS
Varit Bhanijkasem
Stephen Douglas Fitch, Jr.
Cindy Xinyi Guo
Sarah Tajammal Hussain
Waleed Iftikhar
Rayna Aubrey Phelps

ENGLISH
Wrenna Margaret Fine
Elizabeth Gray Harrison
Cara Abigail Meyer
Amanda Grace Mosborg
Elwood James Olson
David Mead Rubin
Lena Mackenzie Stein
Yichu Wang
Xena Wolf

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Maya Jazz Hilty
Alexandra Margaret Judith Brown
Law
Grace K. Leslie
Tuomas Petteri Sivula

FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES
William Gillis Gleason

GEOLOGY
Julia Anne Baumgarte
Olivia Rose Laub

HISTORY
Grace Elizabeth Brindle
Aaron Levi Forman
Isabel Marie Hackett
Spencer S. Lekki
Rebecca Eliana Margolis
Pierce Gissler McDonnell
Owen Michael Pasley
McLain Dameron Sidmore
Benjamin A. Wightman
Hannah S. Zhukovsky

JAPANESE LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
Matthew Benjamin Rosenberg
Eunice Valenzuela

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
Arianna Michelle Varela

LINGUISTICS
Anna Marie Grove
Emma Nadine Ismail
Marcella Maxine Jurotich
Risa Elena Gross Stiegler
Rosemary Patricia Wonnell
Luna Christine Yee

MATHEMATICS
Gianmarco Antonio Bommarito
Willem Randall Fletcher
Ian Harvey Klein  
Marcella Azure Manivel  
Pierce Gissler McDonnell  
Bo Peng  
Nicholas Gibson Rosen  
Marguerite Frances Shaya  
Muyang Shi  
Hiromichi Ueda  

**MUSIC**  
Rebecca Sternberg McCartney  

**PHILOSOPHY**  
April Reisenfeld  
Jacob Herman Winter  

**PHYSICS**  
Gregor Sean Dairaghi  
John H. Heinzel  
Timothy Michael Mikulski  
April Reisenfeld  
Claire Elisabeth Williams  

**POLITICAL SCIENCE/INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**  
Madisyn Lynn Bryant  
Houssem Chammam  
Rose Alexa Delle Fave  
Emma Marie Diers  
Sophia Florence Franco  
Sean Rindal Goodman, Jr.  
Annaliise Alma Gould  
Mila Ruby Knezevic  
Sophie Lefebvre  
Ishmael Ali Maxwell  
Carlos Ruben Morales  

Luke Norquist  
Calvin Clark Reinhardt-Ertman  
Noah Rosenfield  
Anne Seefeldt  
Tuomas Petteri Sivula  
Shane Christian Zerr  

**PSYCHOLOGY**  
Julia Arianna Dietrich  
Katherine Gordon Hannigan  
Haoyang Li  
Emery Ezra Louie  
Emily Nicole Spain  
Kaan Taskintuna  
Changlan Wang  

**RELIGION**  
Caroline Curtis Bell  
Natalie Samantha Marsh  
Danielle Sheila Rader  
Elizabeth Rose Zimmerman  

**RUSSIAN**  
Nicholas Gibson Rosen  

**SOCIOMETRY/ANTHROPOLOGY**  
Katherine Merrill Babbit  
Isabella Serine Hembre Conditt  
Alexander Dominic Kucich  
Alec Charles Morrissey  

**STATISTICS**  
Jack Lawrence Moran  

**THEATER ARTS**  
Lydia Frances Cochran
Carleton College was the dream of Minnesota pioneers who understood that human knowledge is the real frontier. We’ve been exploring that intellectual terrain ever since.

Minnesota’s fourth oldest private college, Carleton was established on October 12, 1866, by the General Conference of the Congregational Churches of Minnesota. The founder was Northfield businessman Charles M. Goodsell, for whom the campus observatory is named. He encouraged the church to open a Minnesota college and donated part of its original 20 acres. The school’s first instructor was Horace Goodhue Jr., for whom a campus dormitory was later named.

The earliest students of what was then known as Northfield College arrived in the fall of 1867 and attended classes in the former American House Hotel, located in what is now downtown Northfield. The new school faced serious financial challenges until 1871, when Massachusetts brass wares manufacturer William Carleton agreed to donate $50,000 to the college that now bears his name. The following year—thanks to a $10,000 gift from Carleton’s one-time assistant and second wife, Susan Willis Carleton—the fledgling institution moved into its first new building, Willis Hall, which still stands today on the western edge of campus.

Best known for its academic excellence and warm, welcoming campus community, Carleton offers majors and concentrations in the arts, humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences. Committed to providing a true liberal arts education, the world-renowned staff and faculty strive to ensure that students learn to think broadly and deeply. Instead of training for one narrow career path, students develop the knowledge and skills for a lifetime of learning. Critical thinking, problem solving, creativity, and effective communication are the skills that transform a collection of facts and figures into tools for understanding the world and succeeding in all walks of life.
Faculty members are highly respected scholars, researchers, and practitioners in their fields. Above all, though, their first priority is teaching. Every course at Carleton is taught by a professor (not a teaching assistant) in classes small enough to offer invaluable, individual attention for every participant.

While the student body is notoriously difficult to categorize, if we had to choose just one word to describe them, it would be curious. An intellectually insatiable group, they approach learning with enthusiasm, energy, and a distinctive spirit of playfulness. Broad-ranging interests are common, and friendships transcend traditional boundaries.

Commencement is the pinnacle event for Carleton, a celebration of student accomplishment and recognition of why the college exists. Parents and students dream about this day for years and work hard to achieve it.
Commencement at Carleton College is a time of ceremony and pageantry.

The Academic Procession is led by the college marshal—a senior member of the faculty—who is followed by the president, deans, the chaplain, and other members of the platform party. Trustees follow next. Faculty march in approximate order of seniority within ranks, beginning with emeriti.

Elegant academic gowns, caps, and hoods are principle features of our celebratory attire, and represent a tradition that reaches back to the Middle Ages.

The Gown originated in the drafty medieval halls of learning, where long gowns were necessary for warmth. Within the academic tradition, the gowns vary in the trimming and sleeve design. Bachelor's gowns are the most simple, featuring long pointed sleeves, a pleated yoke, and front fabric panels. Master's gowns are distinguished by unusual sleeves, each of which has a long rectangular piece of cloth on the backside that dangles to the wearer's knees. Those with doctorate degrees wear the most elaborate of all academic gowns, befitting those who've achieved the highest level of scholarship. Fuller and more flowing than master's or bachelor's gowns, doctors' gowns have billowy, bell-shaped sleeves, velvet facings down the front, and three bars of velvet across the sleeves. These velvet trimmings may be black or the prescribed color of an academic discipline; details that can be traced to the Middle Ages, when a costume's detail conveyed to a mostly illiterate populace visual messages about rank and occupation. The bachelor's gown is always worn closed; the master's and doctor's gown may be worn open or closed.
The Cap is thought to originate in the guild and apprentice systems that facilitated the construction of Europe's great cathedrals. Master brick masons would mix mortar on small, square-shaped mortarboards. As result, the shape came to be associated with someone who had mastered the knowledge and skills necessary for his trade. In the academic tradition, the bachelor's and master's mortarboard is made of a material to match the gown. Doctors may also wear a soft velvet cap.

The Hood was originally a head covering worn in bad weather, but otherwise dropped onto the shoulders. At first the hood was worn by faculty and students alike, but in the early sixteenth century it was restricted to graduates and became the mark of the degree holder. Today, each college has its own distinctively colored satin hood-lining by which its graduates may be recognized in academic processions.

The College Mace was designed by Alfred Hyslop and based on the Carleton College Seal. Hyslop was a Carleton art professor for 40 years and one of the art department’s original and most influential members. He was the College Marshal for many years and designed the mace as a gift to the college upon his retirement in 1963. The role of the mace bearer is ceremonial, deriving from medieval times in England when officials taking office or opening their courts felt the need for protection by someone walking ahead with a club. In modern times it became a symbol of the authority of the President of the College and is carried by the College Marshal at the head of the academic procession.

The College Medallion, worn today by president Steven G. Poskanzer, was created in 1987 for the inauguration of president Stephen R. Lewis Jr. and will be worn by each succeeding president. In designing the medallion, art professor Timothy Lloyd looked to history for a symbol that would reflect academic traditions and their ecclesiastical origins, and also illustrate Carleton’s strengths in a meaningful and contemporary way. The medallion uses traditional and modern metals, such as silver, gold, and anodized blue titanium, to symbolize Carleton’s colors. The circle of the central element represents four areas of discipline: the humanities, arts and literature, natural sciences, and social sciences. While the four are divided, they are also fused again into a circle to represent the wholeness of knowledge.
The President and Trustees of Carleton College, to all who shall happen to read this document, Greeting in the Lord

Be it known that it has pleased us, in consideration of their merits, to confer upon (name of graduate) the title and degree of Bachelor of Arts, and that we have granted to their all honors, rank, insignia, rights, and privileges which here and everywhere pertain to the degree

In testimony whereof, let the Public Seal of the College and the Signature of the President be appended to this document at Northfield, Minnesota on the twelfth day of the month of June, and in the year two thousand and twenty-one
THE COLLEGE SEAL

The Carleton College seal is used on diplomas and other official college documents. It was designed by Rev. Abel K. Packard, son-in-law of William Carleton and member of the first Board of Trustees. Adopted on October 13, 1870—the day, by chance, that Rev. James W. Strong accepted the invitation to become first president of the college—it still stands as Carleton’s official insignia.

The Latin surrounding the Carleton seal is fairly straightforward. The outer ring carries the abbreviations SIGILL : COLL : CARLETON. The full words would be Sigillum Collegii, or “Seal of the College.” The inner ring has DECLARATIO SERMONUM TUORUM ILLUMINAT, or “The Revelation of Your Word Illuminates” (taken from Psalm 119).

The books pictured at the center are inscribed with Greek characters. The upper, central book carries the legend AI AGIAI GRAFAI (hai hagiai graphai) which means “The Sacred Writings” and refers to the Scriptures of the Christian tradition. The books at the bottom of the picture, receiving rays of illumination from the top one, are marked TO KALON KAGATHON (to kalon k’agathon) which means “The Good and Noble,” referring to the texts of the Classical tradition. What the seal shows, then, is the illumination of earthly knowledge in the holy rays of Christian Scripture.
The international flags on display by the platform represent the home countries of the students who graduate today: Brazil, Canada, China, Ghana, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Mongolia, Pakistan, South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, United Kingdom, and Vietnam.
• For the health and safety of the Carleton campus community, everyone in attendance must remain in their seats and wear face coverings.

• Arrangements have been made for a professional photographer to take pictures of the graduates with their diplomas.

• Accessible portable restrooms are available at the end of the sidewalk to the south of the commencement site.

• First aid is available by contacting an usher or a campus security officer.

• Should there be a life-threatening weather situation, please follow the specific directions given from the platform. Please recognize the need for patience, courtesy, and care should this situation occur.

• At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience is asked to remain in place until the faculty and the graduates have left the seating area.

• Carleton is pleased to offer complimentary box lunches to our graduates and their guests following the commencement ceremony. Please help us by disposing of your waste responsibly. Waste stations will have clearly marked receptacles where you can: 1) recycle bottles and cans; 2) donate uneaten, unopened food; 3) compost all remaining lunch waste; and 4) flatten and recycle your box. College staff will be on hand to provide assistance. Thank you for helping us with our sustainability efforts.
CARLETON, OUR ALMA MATER

O Carleton, our Alma Mater, We hail the maize and blue; Thy name is ever dear est, Thy children ever true, O Carleton, our Alma Mater. To thee we sing our praise; For thee we fight, To thee we pledge the strength of all our days.